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Daegonlot: a floating island separated from the mainland of Darkenfel, and home to the last of the dragonriders. They have settled in the city of Goldspine and allowed the rest of the world to forget them.
Part of the 1-2-3 Draw Series--Ideal for children 6-10 years old! The world of fairy tales comes to life with the step-by-step instruction of talented art instructor Freddie Levin.
Dragons, bonded mates, and irreversible decisions. After a car accident left my only parent – my father in the hospital, I was swept away to the Dragon Born Academy by my estranged grandmother. If I had to be there, I’d be an observer of this place with its rituals and
superstitions… After all, everyone’s made it clear I don’t belong. But then it happened…and Ashe Carrick – my impossibly irresistible bond-mate happened. Being Cracked Open changed everything… Who I thought I was, WHAT I thought I was… DRAGON BORN. The words alone bring to
mind monsters and princesses in castles. I am the princess and the monster they locked away. However, my story has no damsels in distress, waiting to be rescued. It’s self-rescue time, and I’m done playing nice. “the chemistry, the romance, the anger, the betrayal just
wow!... in my top 5 2020 reads!!” – Goodreads reviewer “Wonderfully written… impossible to put down.” – Goodreads reviewer “Wow! Absolutely loved this book, cannot wait for the next in the series.” – Goodreads reviewer The Dragon Born Academy Series: Cracked Open Over Easy
Hard Boiled Frying Night Sunny Side Up For extras and sneak peeks visit www.tlchristianson.com
You are not a newt are you? Ive not seen one with wings before said Alex. The little creature opened one of his wings and blew over it trying to disperse some of the droplets of water remaining on its greeny black finely scaled skin. This first encounter was the start of a
magical adventure that by pure chance happened to just an ordinary boy and his family.
A Darker Shade of Magic
The Gender Game
Dragon
He Walks with Dragons
Cracked Open
The Fairy Dragons of Rainbow Mountain tells of a magical family of fairy dragons who have been asleep inside their Rainbow Mountain home for many, many centuries. Their awakening coincides with the return of the Magic to the earth in order to break the spell that the
Darkness has held over the minds and hearts of the humanfolk for many aeons. As the fairy dragons enter a much-changed world from the one they remember, their experiences present some very interesting challenges. The most important thing to know about fairy dragons,
however, is that as well as the magical powers they possess, they are also filled with love and compassion for the humanfolk and so are able to touch the hearts and minds of all those they encounter.
A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the last Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted ability to travel between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White, and, once upon a time, Black. Kell was raised in Arnes—Red London—and
officially serves the Maresh Empire as an ambassador, traveling between the frequent bloody regime changes in White London and the court of George III in the dullest of Londons, the one without any magic left to see. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing people
willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll never see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing firsthand. After an exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty
aspirations. She first robs him, then saves him from a deadly enemy, and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another world for a proper adventure. Now perilous magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive.
"A Darker Shade of Magic has all the hallmarks of a classic work of fantasy. Schwab has given us a gem of a tale...This is a book to treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York Times bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic
2. A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
When Julius overthrew his mother and took control of his clan, he thought he was doing right by everyone. But sharing power isn't part of any proper dragon's vocabulary, and with one seat still open on the new ruling Council, all of Heartstriker is ready to do whatever it
takes to get their claws on it, including killing the Nice Dragon who got them into this mess in the first place. To keep his clan together and his skin intact, Julius is going to have to find a way to make his bloodthirsty siblings play fair. But there's more going on in
Heartstriker Mountain than politics. Every family has its secrets, but the skeletons in Bethesda's closet are dragon sized, and with Algonquin's war looming over them all, breaking his clan wide open might just be the only hope Julius has of saving it.
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was, what is, and what shall be were one in the same. Draig, a boy on the verge of his manhood, is summoned to the majestic mountain by the Great Ones. There he finds out he is about to transcend the ages and risk his life to
prevent the destruction of mankind. Born into the naïve innocence of ancient man, Draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a magical journey into a forbidden new world. There, Draconos, a dragon, befriends the boy,
training him in the art of warfare. From this day forward, the young boy finds himself in awe at the wonders the world holds for him. Not only has Draig become a man, but he is living like a dragon and learning their mystical powers. “From the time Man first crawled upon
this earth…we found him worthy to take his rightful place among the creatures that walk upon the earth. While hiding in the shadows, we have protected him. We have nurtured him all these many ages. But now man grows in great numbers and makes war on everything he sees.”
And when the time comes, will Draig be willing to lay down his life for the sake of saving the dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where will he go? He is no longer just a man.
Dragon's Desire
Saga of the Splintered Realm Complete Rules
A Shade of Dragon
1-2-3 Draw Knights, Castles and Dragons
Captivating Combinations
Far in the distant reaches of the universe is a world called Azmantium. A planet with lilac skies, jade green seas and fiery red suns. A planet where everything, from the tides of the sea to life itself, is rooted in magic. Children are assessed at an early age and trained according to their unique magical talents. Lara, an orphan who has no memory of her true origins, is unaware that she
has a vital role to play in the ancient prophesies that are about to begin coming true. Older than most who are just beginning their magical training, Lara will soon find out that destiny waits for no one, especially when the fate of the world rests on their shoulders. With the help of her new friends, Lara will learn that in order to save the future, she must journey into the past - to a
time when Dragons ruled the world! This is the first book in the upcoming Dragon Born series!
When the prophets are madmen and the madmen are prophets, who do you trust to decide your fate? Should we consider the alignment of the stars when we love someone? Is it even possible to stop a train by yelling for it to stop? We'll never know what could have been in some alternate universe where we did what we were told. Maybe we derailed destiny.
Sink your teeth into 700 pages of pulse-pounding paranormal romance. Welcome to my corner of the Zodiac Shifter universe. Wylde Magick is pure, untamed source material. Ancient and wise, it's existed since the dawn of time. No matter how old it is, though, it's under attack from evil that threatens the very fabric of its existence. Gemstone: An unnatural fog causes a ten-car
pileup. Niall nearly chokes on the thick, malevolent power hanging around the accident site. Anger running just below boiling point, he takes his jaguar form and follows a scent track, making a discovery that changes everything. For once, he curses his curiosity and wishes he’d left well enough alone. Lion’s Lair: Jeremiah is the closest thing his mage kinfolk have to an alpha. He
takes his responsibilities seriously, which hasn’t left time for much of anything, and it’s about to get worse. Mages are in trouble. A few signed on with vampires, causing human deaths. Because of them, all mages are being smeared with the traitor brush. It might be too late to make a difference, but that’s never stopped him before. Unbalanced: Zachary Marston, dragon shifter,
hasn’t done a whole lot of shifting lately. Nope, he spends his time buried in law books as he presides over Superior Court in Denver. He’s convinced himself things are great, but his dragon has other ideas. His bondmate is a tough adversary. After it threatens to abandon him, Zachary gives in and agrees to a meeting with a few other shifters. Maybe he can help out—before returning
to his cushy courtroom. PRAISE FOR THE WYLDE MAGICK SERIES: “Strong kick butt women meet strong kick butt men and sparks fly. Love the characters, the action is great, it has drama, mystery, intrigue, and betrayal. It has it all. I didn't want it to end.” Goodreads review “I absolutely Loved this book, I didn't want to put it down. The plot and the characters are brilliant
and an amazing start to a new series. I'm happy to recommend this as a must read.” Goodreads review “Gemstone is so refreshingly original, it's take on the Zodiac Shifters Paranormal Romance it's filled with twists and mystery! The writing is powerful, evoking the senses, the emotions, and the atmosphere.” Goodreads review “This is another epic tale of shifters, magic and
vampires. Ann Gimpel is a wonderful author that can take words and make them come to life.” Goodreads review Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this paranormal romance series: a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the
dragon choose love covert fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron and magic jinn's dominion junkyard druid Kate Daniels’ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift
natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover magic dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild hunger Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this paranormal romance series: ac cobble angela j ford anne marsh bella forrest brett battles charlaine harris christie
golden christine Feehan Elizabeth hunter eve langlais hazel hunter heather graham i t lucas ilona andrews isa hunt j b turner j s scott j s striker jessica drake jessica shattuck jeannine frost kate quinn kf breene kristin harmel kristina weaver lana hartley lara adrian linsey hall lisa daniels lj shen louisa morgan mandy m. roth meg ripley michelle m. pillow mina carter milly taiden
nalini singh nina levine nora roberts patricia briggs robert jordan shannon mayer shayne silvers suzanne wright terry bolryder terry goodkind t.s. joyce victoria danann Yasmine Galenorn Keywords related to this paranormal romance series: Shifter romance, Zodiac, Astrology, Fantasy Books, Epic Urban Fantasy series, Werewolves and Shifters, Demons, Vampires, Animals &
Nature, Popular Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Tricks, Fantasy Omnibus, Spells & Charms, Romance Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential Reads, Epic Fantasy, Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal Romance Series, Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Celtic gods, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Fantasy Bundle, Heroine,
Supernatural and Occult, Sword And Sorcery, Shifter Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Shifter Omnibus, Best Rated Omnibus, Omnibus Collection, Paranormal Romance Books, Magical Adventures.
A BIOTECH RACE AGAINST TIME TO DEVELOP MILITARY-GRADE DRAGONS. Brilliant genetic engineer Noah Parker is pitted head-to-head against the founder of Build-a-Dragon to design custom dragons for the military. Genetic engineer Noah Parker has at last landed the job he's long coveted: director of dragon design for the Build-A-Dragon Company. With a
combination of genetic engineering and a cryptic device known as the Redwood Codex, he and his team can produce living, breathing dragons made-to-order. But sales of dragons have plummeted, and the Build-A-Dragon Company will have to find new revenue streams if it hopes to stay in business. A contract to develop dragons for the U.S. military promises a much-needed lifeline.
Yet the specs are more challenging than anything Noah has ever designed. Worse, he learns that a shadow company headed by former CEO Robert Greaves has stolen the dragon-making technology to make a competing bid. Noah’s dragons will face off against those of his old adversary. It’s a head-to-head design competition, with the ethical future of domesticated dragons hanging
in the balance. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Domesticating Dragons: “Koboldt delivers a funny and immersive look at the world of genetic engineering. . . . With characteristic verve, Koboldt contrasts the playful adventure plot with eerie dystopian setting and a searing examination of corporate greed and ambition.
Fans of inventive speculative fiction are sure to be pleased.” —Publishers Weekly About Dan Koboldt: “. . . very readable and highly enjoyable. . . . Characters that are more than the sum of their parts, a world that has so much to offer, and a story that races along apace . . . ” —SFF World on The World Awakening
The industrial self-instructor and technical journal
Deploying Dragons
The Fairy Dragons of Rainbow Mountain
Dragons Reign
Shades of Sydney
Choosing to be a surrogate for an alien race wasn't a hard decision for Katrina Paxton. Framed for a murder she didn't commit, the former FBI agent had a choice between prison and becoming a mom. Helping to repopulate a dying planet sounded ideal to her. Best friends for eons, the idea of sharing a female seemed perfectly natural to Daven and Shade. When they met Katrina, it was
nothing short of miraculous. When horrible accusations from a past Daven doesn't remember and can't dispute threaten their hard-fought happily ever after, can Katrina convince him to let her in? With his fate hanging in the balance and their bright future quickly becoming a distant memory, Katrina and Shade race against the clock to clear their stubborn, sullen alpha's name or lose
everything. And Katrina refuses to lose again.
The Gender GameBy Bella Forrest
Dragon—Book One of the Dragon Eye seriesIlsa has been afraid of dragons ever since she saw them in the sky the night she was chased from her village as a child. Now, a decade later, she'd love to return to the place she once called home—if only she knew where to find home.Truth is, Ilsa doesn't know who she is. She only knows her father left her in the care of a guy named Ram, who
teaches her swordsmanship in a butcher shop until the day when it's safe for her to continue home.But it may never be safe, and their enemies are closing in. Ilsa and Ram are being hunted, and they must flee through the dangers that bar them from their homeland. The journey will require all their skill and strength, but it will also uncover the secrets of who Ilsa is and where she belongs.
She's always longed for the truth, but once she learns it, can she accept it? Is she⋯a dragon? And do those ancient monsters even deserve to live?The Dragon Eye series books:One: DragonTwo: HydraThree: PhoenixFour: VixenFive: DraculSix: Basilisk
A Shade of Dragon 3Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Wylde Magic Series
Half-Shell Propheces
The Dragon's Path
Eragon
Wicked Wolf Shifters Volume 1, Episode 3

★★★★★ "The cliffhanger leaves one gasping, holding the breath, reaching for the next installment. Definitely a Five Star book." ★★★★★ ***this is a CLIFFHANGER short novella that is part of a serial. This is NOT a full-length book.*** Realizing the beautiful human surrender, Cassandra, was actually his mate rocked Trevor's world. It's also slowly unlocking his scarred heart. Claiming her as part
of his pack will not only bring him many hours of luscious enjoyment in her company, it will also keep her safe. But even being a powerful alpha doesn't mean he can protect her from those who have their own desperate plans̶no matter what the outcome. Snatched by the enraged members of a wolf pack who will never accept a human mate for their alpha, Cassie is about to die at their lethal
jaws. Even her gorgeous, badass alpha mate, Trevor, can't save her now, because he has no freaking idea where she is. It's up to her to defend herself against the dangerous, violent wolves who view her as little more than collateral damage. Cassie's been taken by the pack̶and her time is about to run out. To the reader: This story contains racy times with all the details, naughty language, and
yes, a cliffhanger. If that isn't your thing, this story probably won't be either. But if all that sounds great, this short serial is for you! Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire
academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love covert fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer fallen immortals ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver shifters hotbloods
hour of darkness house of darken iron and magic jinn's dominion junkyard druid Kate Danielsʼ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire river pack wolves rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover magic dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild hunger wilding pack wolves
Keywords related to this scorching hot, dark wolf shifter series: Wicked Wolf Shifters, Bestselling Series, Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolf Romance, Billionaire Romance, New Adult Romance, Romance eBook, Romance Series, Top Romance Reads, Fantasy Romance, Hot Romance, Alpha Hero, Feisty Heroine, USA Today
Bestselling Author, J.K. Harper, Wolves, Billionaire, Wealthy, Millionaire, Women's Fiction, Racy Romance, Romance Novel, Romance Books, Seduction, Sexy, Sensual, Urban, Contemporary, 21st Century, Current, J.K. Harper Books, Paranormal, Supernatural, Fantasy, Short Reads, Serial, Series, Story, Suspense, Thriller, Action Adventure, Hot Sexy Read, Love Story, Best Selling Shifter
Series, Alpha Male, Happy Ever After, Suspenseful Read, Book, Rich, Quick read, New Adult, Romantic Suspense, Werewolf, Fated Mates, HEA, Curvy, BBW, Big Beautiful Woman, Cliffhanger, Fantasy Books, Epic Urban Fantasy series, Werewolves and Shifters, Animals & Nature, Popular Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Tricks, Fantasy Omnibus, Spells & Charms,
Romance Books, Backcountry, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential Reads, Epic Fantasy, Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal Romance Series, Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Fantasy Bundle, Heroine, Supernatural and Occult, Fantasy Stories, Shifter Series, Fantasy, Shifter Omnibus, Best Rated Omnibus, Omnibus Collection, Paranormal
Romance Books, Magical Adventures. Wicked Wolf Shifters reading order: Trevor & Cassie: Surrendered to the Pack Claimed by the Pack Taken by the Pack Mated to the Pack Tamsin & Jackson: Ruled by the Pack Hunted by the Pack Destined for the Pack
In Alagaèesia, a fifteen-year-old boy of unknown lineage called Eragon finds a mysterious stone that weaves his life into an intricate tapestry of destiny, magic, and power, peopled with dragons, elves, and monsters.
New York Times bestselling author Chris d'Lacey spins the epic conclusion to his saga of the original clash between humans and dragons. From Erth to the dragon homeworld, Ki:mera, everything has been forever changed by the meeting of dragons and humans. Their fates have become inextricably intertwined -- and their story will transform the very fabric of time.Ren, the human boy, now has
unprecedented powers. With his control of a magical horse, his abilities scare even the Wearle's most formidable dragons.Yet the dragons fear the rise of the dark dragon Graven even more, and rumors run rampant that the dragons who came first may have known more than anyone realized. As the implications of the dragons' colonization expand, new creatures are drawn into the conflict, and
Gabrial and Grendel will travel beyond the ends of the Erth to save their two young wearlings.In this epic and sweeping third installment of New York Times bestselling author Chris d'Lacey's Erth Dragons trilogy, new powers and new worlds collide in a blazing conclusion.
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing dragons from various mythologies.
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How to Plan, Plant, and Grow a Fabulous Garden that Lightens Up the Shadows
Conquering the Dragons That Keep You from Success
The Matchbox Dragon
The Joy of Cannabis
Taken by the Pack: Wicked Wolf Shifters 3 (BBW Werewolf Shifter Romance)
“It is time to speak of that which we never mention: the prophecy, the omen, the fact that I have come of age…” In the decades since an innocent human slave was taken to Castle Dragon, against her will, for the sole purpose of bearing a son for the monarchy, much has changed in the Realm: Alliances made in secret have flourished; sons born of veiled paternity have grown to adulthood; and dangerous warlocks, seasoned witches, and cunning shades have risen to
powerful positions. Yet all is not as it seems. Beneath the shadow of an eerie double moon, a dark, tormented evil is rising… Stirring. Awakening. A prophecy is beckoning: “It is time. It is time.” And a lethal dragon prince is growing restless to seize the throne of his bestial ancestors. King Demitri will never step aside. Mina Louvet—indeed, all the Sklavos Ahavi are caught between worlds. And the web of lies spun by the eldest dragon prince—the treachery, deception,
and perversion—may very well spark a war of fire and fury unlike anything the Realm has ever seen—or hoped to survive. Great reward requires greater risk, and every beating heart will be wagered in this high-stakes game of blood and reckoning.
Bored with traditional palace life, Princess Cimorene travels to the Mountains of Morning where she is befriended by a group of powerful dragons and joins in their struggle to protect their kingdom from being taken over by disreputable wizards.
Ritual murders, guilty clients and inhuman attackers, oh my. Stephen Noble, a rich old guy on the board of Dragon Gate Industries is executed by a clan from another dimension. Since I still owe a favor to the company, they hire me to provide executive protection services to the dead guy's grown kids, Graham and Rayna. Rayna is hot, so that's all right, but Graham is a jerk. And it turns out they stole a dragon from the Marshall Clan and brought it to Boulder,
Colorado. Yeah, you heard me right. I said dragon. Now Kelly and I are faced with protecting spoiled rich people from a team of assassins and the blood-hungry beasts they brought with them. Those things will kill anything in their path. And did I mention the dragon?
Gentry was a simple baker who knew there was more to life but did not know what it was or how to get there. One day, a traveler came to town and told Gentry that he is seeking The Destination. However, the traveler provides a warning. The path to The Destination is guarded by dragons that only seek to take travelers off of the path. Armed with a scroll, a shield and a sword, Gentry sets out on his quest. As Gentry heads towards The Destination, he is expecting to
face fierce dragons that he heard so many stories about growing up. He pictured himself doing battle with a large scaly beast. But what he found surprised him. The dragons were not the fire breathing animal he expected but much more deceiving. Gentry had to face each dragon before he can travel on towards The Destination or be sent back to the town as a failure. Each dragon, however, has a different name and affect on Gentry. He must use the wisdom he
finds in the scroll in order to defeat each of the dragons. As we each travel the journey to success, we are often times side tracked by dragons of our own. Through this book and as you travel with Gentry, you will learn the secrets to defeating many of the common dragons that only seek to hold us back from reaching our destination.
Books 1-3
Original treatises dating from the xiith to xviiith centuries on the arts of painting in oil ... and on glass, of gilding, dyeing [&c.] with tr., prefaces and notes by mrs. Merrifield
Universal Decay: DragonFire
A Shade of Dragon 3
Labyrinth of the Dragon: Maiden to the Dragon #3 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)

Structophis is a heartwarming YA adventure from the author of The Book of Deacon, Bypass Gemini, and Free-Wrench. It is based upon a concept and artwork by ProjectENDO. In a small town in Colorado, Markus Spiros was just getting his life on track. By day he worked as a
veterinary tech, by night he took classes. His steady little routine was rolling along nicely when his impulsive Uncle Dimitrios threw a wrench in the works. Thanks to an unannounced trip, Markus had to swing by his uncle’s bistro to tend to the ‘special oven.’ When he
arrived, he discovered it wasn’t the oven that was special, it was the rare and exotic egg that had been incubating inside it. And now it had hatched. Suddenly, Markus found his life had become a good deal more complicated. The creature was a Structophis Gastrignae—a
strange creature that was equal parts dragon and oven—and she’d become quite a big girl. Large as a refrigerator and curious as a toddler, the creature he’d dubbed Blodgette would have been a handful in any situation. Markus had bigger problems than figuring out how to
take care of her, though. Owning such a rare and special beast was illegal, so should the cops learn of it, Markus would be destined for jail. Worse, there were certain unscrupulous people who would do anything to acquire Blodgette. Now, with the help of his old classmate
Gale, Markus must scramble to stay two steps ahead of the authorities and a corrupt CEO, all while being the best ‘mommy’ he can be to his brand-new pizza dragon.
Welcome to the world of DRAGONFIRE, the "Heavy Metal" fantasy expansion for the Universal Decay: Dead Stars Rule Book. A roleplaying sourcebook for hardcore WEIRD characters, usable in anything from typical Tolkien-esque pseudo-Europe games to replicating album covers from
your favorite metal bands...no points are awarded for figuring out which way the pre-made campaign setting included in this book went! So make a Gnome with a Spaghetti-Western fetish, a blood-drinking assassin, a Dwarven bardic priest of the Cult of Heavy Metal, or any
other bizarre character that you have always wanted to play. That is the "normal" around here!
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie ran from the magical world years ago. She never planned on being dragged back in by a prophesying clamshell. The seers believe she alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time and broken
worlds. Bran the Crow King believes she can save him from his cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes they're all nuts. One thing is for certain: she's not waiting around for help. Operation Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially on.
Whoever said happy endings were easy was a fool or a liar. Cursed nearly a century ago by a demon he was hunting, Quinn Byrnes has waited impatiently to feel the sense of his mate in his head. After watching his brother settle down with a mate, a spark of hope ignites in
Quinn when he finally feels the connection to his own woman. Following the instincts of his inner dragon, Quinn lands in London only to discover the woman destined to break his curse is working for his enemies. Lily Delaney would do anything to guarantee her sister's
safety-including working as a bounty hunter for a powerful demon. When her latest hunt ends in failure, Lily finds herself face to face with a shifter who dumps equal amounts of desire and anger in her veins. Quinn is tall, tattooed, and his dazzling green eyes challenge
her to take him as a mate even as he sets her life on fire. Quinn's presence unleashes unwanted demonic attention in the form of an ancient enemy that's now turned his sights on Lily. But with her target in the wind and her sister on the chopping block as punishment, time
is running out for Lily to launch a daring rescue. As their foes circle, Quinn and Lily orbit around a truth neither wants to admit: happy endings come with a price.
No Good Dragon Goes Unpunished
Dragon Orb
Dragon Gate
How to Draw Dragons
The Dragons of Remgeldon
Sydney West enjoys sampling summer boys, but this year, one refuses to be a one-night stand... Twenty-one-year-old Sydney doesn't believe in relationships. Her parents' toxic divorce has taught her love is nothing but a sinister fairytale. So every summer she parties, hooks up, abandons her lover before dawn, and repeats. That is until she meets gorgeous local surfer Jason King at the beach... When Jason fails to flirt-or even give her a second glance-she
decides something must be wrong with him, and it's safer to stay away. But when Sydney and Jason's best friends hook up and become Malibu's hottest couple, they are forced to spend more time together than either of them cares for. Armed with a sharp tongue, Sydney works to keep Jason at bay... In a moment of weakness, Sydney lets her guard down and confides in Jason, realizing he's more than just a hot guy-he's also a friend. And when Sydney's need
for a summer boy results in her falling into bed with Jason, despite her better judgment, she runs away from him by morning. The problem is, he won't accept being another one-night stand, and will do anything to prove... Love really does exist.
The young Dragon Rider Eragon must finally confront the evil king Galbatorix to free Alagaesia from his rule once and for all.
A sophisticated and humorous cannabis book to enhance your life and promote self-care through the science and magic of weed. With a toolkit of the basics to get you started and a curated set of 75 activities, The Joy of Cannabis is a road map to a higher and happier you. In each of the six sections, you'll find science-based research as well as charts, essays, and fun facts from bold thinkers. The activities—tested and approved by authors Melanie Abrams and
Larry Smith—teach you how to amplify pleasure through bonding and intimacy, deepen meditation to help with social anxiety and sleep, and elevate your cooking with innovative cannabis-infused recipes. You'll even learn why the word "marijuana" rarely appears in the book. Through the power of cannabis, discover fun new ways to: Expand the mind Move the body Unlock creativity Boost productivity Fortify meaningful connections Spark wonder
Activities include: GREEN CLEANING: Take advantage of weed's ability to make you hyper-focused by cleaning your house while high and learn why cleaning is one of the most productive and satisfying stoner tasks. HOT HIGH HYGGE: Whip up a mug of cannabis-infused hot cocoa or a hot toddy, hunker down under a pile of cozy blankets, and get the full hygge experience. MEMORY STRAIN: Scientists are looking into how cannabis helps make
autobiographical memory more sensorial. Dig out those old baby albums or dusty yearbooks, add your favorite strain, and create your own personal time machine. The Joy of Cannabis is a comprehensive guide for the cannabis curious to the cannabis connoisseur. For some, this book will further awaken their love for an elixir that's changing our culture and bringing pleasure to millions around the world. For others, this guide will inspire discovery of an
ancient plant that's been used for both healing and happiness for thousands of years. From improving sleep and decreasing anxiety to promoting focus and making the ordinary extraordinary, recreational cannabis' time is now. Whether you purchase it as a self-care book for yourself or the men and women in your life or give it as a gift for a friend, get ready to experience the Golden Age of Cannabis. You're going to love it here. Praise for The Joy of
Cannabis: "Approachable, readable, beautifully designed, The Joy of Cannabis is a perfect marriage of form and content. I couldn't love this book more." —Mollie Katzen, bestselling cookbook writer and inductee into the James Beard Cookbook Hall of Fame "A book to enrich and maximize cannabis experiences." —The Broccoli Report
Nineteen-year-old Penelope "Nell" O'Hara is geared up for the worst Christmas of her life. The guy she's been dating just dumped her for her best friend and all she has to look forward to over the break is a stay in Beggar's Hole, a tiny frozen town on the coast of Maine with her retired father, his latest masseuse girlfriend and her bratty twelve-year-old son. But one night after storming out of dinner to take a brooding walk among the rocks near their beach
house, a misstep on the ice causes Nell's Christmas to take a rather different turn. She would have died were it not for a mysterious heat-exuding hero arriving out of nowhere to scoop her up in his arms and warm and dry her body. Coming to, Nell finds herself staring up into a pair of deep gold eyes, eyes belonging to a man who is quite unlike any she's seen before. Her savior introduces himself as Theon Aena. After a twist of fate causes her to cross paths
with Theon again, Nell's drab, frozen Christmas soon spirals into a firestorm of passion, romance, revelations and danger.
Inheritance, Or, The Vault of Sands
75 Ways to Amplify Your Life Through the Science and Magic of Cannabis
Structophis
Paranormal Fantasy Dragon Romance
Celebrate shade! That's author Larry Hodgson's call to gardeners everywhere, no matter if you have a small shady corner or an entire landscape overshadowed by trees. His hands-on "been there, done that" advice will help you tackle planning, planting, and problem-solving, as well as create
color, texture, and light-filled areas in the shade. He also shares more than 200 outstanding plants - perennials, annuals, bulbs, ferns, ornamental grasses, and climbing plants - that you can use to create a beautiful garden that will flourish under shady conditions. In fact, after reading
Making the Most of Shade, even the gardener with the sunniest yard will want to create a shady nook!--COVER.
The war at Thanos is over, but Princess Dariella has been captured. Can Lord Darius and two dragons find her in time? Because of the lightning strike at Thanos, set off by Zandrax, half of King Halvard’s army has been killed. Half the population left at Thanos has been killed. Where did
Zandrax run to after that dastardly blast? King Raymon of Heun is having serious trouble with his half-brother Gerald, who is his advisor. Should Raymon send his wife-beating brother away, dissolve his marriage, or is there an alternative? Spies are sent out to determine how much of the
southern army is still in the northern realm. Can Slade and Janatar quietly spy out the southern territory and stay out of trouble? And in these troubled times, can Jandal and Felyana find happiness? Can Kalan and Altina really be in love? And what of Lord Darius and Dariella? Will they or
won’t they fall in love? How can only eighteen dragons help the war effort? King Halvard has the Seven Gods on his side, plus Lord Darak and his son, Lord Darius. And now the dragons. Zandrax has called up three demons from the Deep: Grogan, the shape-shifter; Karmac, the shade or shadow; and
Whoron, the siren enticer. Will he too want a dragon? And where would he get one?
Dragons' Bounty
Making the Most of Shade
Dragon Born
The Complete Gardener
Outcastia Campaign Setting Book III: Campaign Master's Manual
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